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Kinetics of K+ Occlusion by the Phosphoenzyme of the Na+,K+-ATPase
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ABSTRACT Investigations of K+-occlusion by the phosphoenzyme of Na+,K+-ATPase from shark rectal gland and pig kidney
by stopped-flow fluorimetry reveal major differences in the kinetics of the two enzymes. In the case of the pig enzyme, a single
K+-occlusion step could be resolved with a rate constant of 342 (±26) S-1. However, in the case of the shark enzyme, two
consecutive K+-occlusions were detected with rate constants of 391 (± 19) S-1 and 48 (± 2) S-1 at 24°C and pH 7.4. A conformational change of the phosphoenzyme associated with K+-occlusion is, thus, the major rate-determining step of the shark
enzyme under saturating concentrations of all substrates, whereas for the pig enzyme the major rate-determining step under
the same conditions is the E2 -> E1 transition and its associated K" deocclusion and release to the cytoplasm. The differences
in rate constants of the Kr occlusion reactions of the two enzymes are paralleled by compensating changes to the rate constant
for the E2 -> E1 transition, which explains why the differences in the enzymes' kinetic behaviors have not previously been
identified.

INTRODUCTION
The Na+,K+-ATPase is a crucial enzyme of animal physiology. It is responsible for maintaining Na + and K+ electrochemical potential gradients across the plasma membrane of
all animal cells, which are essential for the maintenance of
cell volume and for a variety of physiological processes,
e.g., nerve, muscle, and kidney function.
Crystal structures of the Na+,K+-ATPase from both pig
(1) and shark (2,3) have recently been reported. These structures contain MgF/-, as an analog of phosphate, and Rb+
or K+ in the cation-binding sites. They are thought to
represent enzyme in the E2[K 2]' Pi state, an enzyme state
intermediate between the nonoccluded E2PK2 state and
the occluded E2[K2 ] state, i.e., after hydrolysis of the
enzyme-phosphate bond but before the dissociation of Pi
from the enzyme. An occluded state (signified here by
square brackets) is defined as one in which the bound ions
are enclosed within the protein with no direct access to
either the cytoplasm or the extracellular medium.
Here we report kinetic measurements using the electricfield-sensitive fluorescence probe RH421 on partial reactions of the Na+,K+ -ATPase purified from shark rectal
gland and the outer medulla of pig kidney, i.e., preparations
from the same animals for which the crystal structures
have been determined. In previous studies it has been found
(4) that the Na +,K+ -ATPase of these two preparations have
similar turnover numbers of -200 s - 1 at 37°C (or 50-70 S-I
at 24°C) at saturating substrate concentrations. However,
this does not necessarily mean that the kinetics of the partial
reactions of the two enzymes are the same. In fact, it has
recently been found (5) that there are significant differences
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in the kinetics of the E2 -> EI conformational transition of
the two enzymes. Whereas the pig enzyme displays
a maximum rate constant for this reaction of -40 s - I at saturating ATP concentrations at 24°C and pH 7 A, for the shark
enzyme the value was found to be 182 ( ± 6) s - J under the
same conditions. Thus, the E2 -> El transition is a major
rate-determining step of the pig enzyme, but its contribution
to rate-limitation must be much less in the case of the
shark enzyme. Another difference found (5) was that the
kinetics of pig enzyme suggested it behaved as an (a{3h
dimer of the enzyme's a- and {3-subunits at low ATPconcentrations, whereas the shark enzyme's kinetic behavior was
consistent with an (a{3) monomer at all ATP concentrations.
Because of the significant differences in the kinetics of
the E2 -> El transition of the pig and shark enzyme, there
must be other differences within the enzyme cycle which
counteract these to lead to the similar turnover numbers of
both enzymes. Previous kinetic studies (6,7) have shown
no significant difference in the kinetics of enzyme phosphorylation and conversion to the E2P state, i.e., the
sequence of reactions
E1Na3

+

ATP->ElP[Na3]->E2P

+

3Na+.

In this article we, therefore, concentrate on subsequent steps
of the cycle, i.e., binding of K+ to the E2P state, K+ occlusion within the protein, and dephosphorylation of the
enzyme to the state E2[K2 ]. Preliminary measurements on
these reactions indicated (8) that differences in the kinetics
between the two enzymes do in fact exist.
Another reason to study K+ binding to the E2P state is that
apparent discrepancies are present in the literature regarding
the affinity of K+ to this state. From kinetic studies on
enzyme from pig kidney, Kane et al. (9) reported an apparent
dissociation constant of 1.3 (± 0.2) mM (pH 7.4, 24°C,
[NaCl] = 130 mM). A similar value of 1.9 mM was reported
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by Gropp et al. (I 0) for enzyme from shark rectal gland from
kinetic measurements conducted under different conditions
(pH 6.2, 24°C, [NaCI] = 130 mM or 40 mM). However, based
on steady-state titrations of rabbit kidney enzyme, a 10-fold
higher apparent affinity has been reported by BUhler and
Apell (II), who found a half-saturating K+ concentration
of 0.192 mM (pH 7.2, 20°C, [NaCl] = 21 mM).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enzyme and reagents
Na+,K+-ATPase-containing membrane fragments from shark rectal gland
and pig kidney were purified as described by Skou and Esmann (12) and
Klodos et a!. (13). respectively. The specific ATPase activities at 37°C
and pH 7.4 were measured according to Ottolenghi (14). The activities of
the preparation used were 1765 and 1365 /Lmol ATP hydrolyzed h -I (mg
of protein)' 1 at saturating substrate concentrations for shark and pig
enzyme, respectively. The protein concentrations were 6.8 mg mL 1 for
shark and 4.7 mg mL 1 for pig enzyme. The concentrations were determined according to the Peterson modification (15) of the Lowry method
(16) using bovine serum albumin as a standard.
N-(4-Sulfobutyl)-4-(4-(p-(dipentylamino)phenyl)butadienyl)-pyridinium
salt (RH421) was obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR) and was
used without further purification. RH421 was added to Na+,K~-ATPase
containing membrane fragments from an ethanolic stock solution. The
dye spontaneously partitions into the membrane fragments.
The origins of the various reagents used were: imidazole (~99%;
Sigma, Castle Hill, Australia), NaCI (suprapure; Merck, Kilsyth, Australia),
KCI (analytical grade; Merck), choline chloride (99%; Sigma), MgC!2' 6H 20
(analytical grade; Merck), EDTA (99%; Sigma), ATP disodium· 3HP
(special quality; Roche, Castle Hill, Australia), NaOH (analytical grade;
Merck), and HCI (0.1 N Titrisol solution; Merck).

Stopped-flow spectrofluorimetry
Stopped-flow experiments were carried out using an SF-61 stopped-flow
spectrofluorimeter from Hi-Tech Scientific (Salisbury, UK). In one type
of experiment (sequential mixing), measurements of the kinetics of K+
binding, occlusion, and K+ -induced dephosphorylation of the enzymes
were carried out by first phosphorylating the enzyme with ATP and then
stimulating dephosphorylation by subsequently mixing the phosphorylated
enzyme with KCI. This was performed using a modification of a method
described previously (9). Briefly, Na+,K+-ATPase-containing membrane
fragments (60 /Lg/mL of enzyme) from either shark rectal gland or pig
kidney, labeled with RH421 (800 nM), were premixed in one of the drive
syringes with 0.5 M Na2ATP to a final ATP concentration of 4 mM.
After phosphorylation of the enzyme had reached a steady state (this
occurs within I s), the enzyme was mixed with an equal volume of
a KCI solution from the other drive syringe. To avoid any change in ionic
strength or Na+ concentration on mixing, the KCI solutions contained
40 mM NaCI and choline chloride of varying concentrations such that
the total concentration of KCI, NaC!, plus choline chloride was constant
at 130 mM. This ionic strength was chosen to agree with physiological
conditions. The enzyme suspension and the KCI solutions were prepared
in the same buffer containing, in addition to choline chloride, 30 mM imidazole, 40 mM NaC!, 5 mM MgCI 2 , and 1 mM EDTA. In the case of the
enzyme suspension, 90 mM of choline chloride was added to the buffer
so that the total concentration of NaCI and choline chloride was
130 mM, i.e., identical to the sum of the KCI, NaC!, and choline chloride
concentrations of the KCI solutions. The concentration of 40 mM NaCI
was chosen to ensure the maximal rate of enzyme phosphorylation and
hence the maximum conversion of enzyme into the E2P state (6,7). The
pH of the buffer was adjusted to 7.4 by the addition of HC!.

To improve the signal/noise ratio, typically between 9 and 2 I traces were
averaged before the observed rate constants, kOb" or the amplitudes, AF/F0,
were evaluated. The observed rate constants and the magnitudes of the
amplitudes were determined from nonlinear least-squares fits of either
one or a sum of two exponential functions to the averaged experimental
trace. The choice between a single- or a double-exponential fit was made
based on the presence or absence of any observed deviation from random
fluctuation in residual plots and the values of the X" parameter.
In a second type of experiment (simultaneous mixing), Na +,K+ -ATPasecontaining membrane fragments labeled with RH421 in one of the drive
syringes were mixed simultaneously with both Na2ATP (4 mM) and KCI
(varying concentrations) in the other drive syringe. Equal volumes of the
enzyme-containing suspension and the ATP/KCI solution were mixed
from both drive syringes in all cases. Before mixing, the enzyme was incubated in a buffer containing 40 mM NaCI and 90 mM choline chloride, so
that the enzyme can be considered to be initially in the state EINa3. To
avoid any changes in ionic strength on mixing, the ATP/KCI solutions contained varying concentrations of choline chloride such that the sum of the
KCI and choline chloride concentrations was always 90 mM. The enzyme
suspension and the ATP/KCI solutions were prepared in the same buffer
containing, in addition to choline chloride, 30 rnM imidazole, 40 rnM
NaCI, 5 mM MgCI" and 1 mM EDTA. The pH of the buffer was adjusted
to 7.4 by the addition of HC!.

RESULTS
Kinetics of sequential K'!'-mixing experiments

Typical stopped-flow kinetic traces obtained with both the
pig kidney and shark rectal gland enzymes are shown in
Fig. 1. Both enzymes display a drop in fluorescence of the
probe RH421 on mixing of phosphorylated enzyme with
KCl. A significant difference between the two enzymes is
that, in the case of the pig kidney enzyme, the fluorescence
drop is monophasic, whereas for the shark rectal gland
it is biphasic. To adequately fit the shark kinetic data, it
was found that, at all K+ concentrations above 0.20 mM
(after mixing), the fitting function had to include two
exponentials.
The biphasic nature of the shark kinetic data shown in
Fig. 1 may not be obvious. The necessity of a double-exponential fit is, however, quite clear when one inspects the residuals of both single- and double-exponential fits of the data
(see Fig. 2). There it can be seen that only the double-exponential fit results in a random fluctuation of the experimental
data points about the fitted curve. To test the appropriateness
of the double-exponential fit of the shark enzyme data
further, we carried out statistical F-tests, as described
previously (5). For the shark kinetic curve shown in Fig. I,
which is an average of 18 individual traces, each consisting
of 1024 data points, the F value for a double-exponential fit
was found to be 316. This value is significantly greater than
the critical value of 18 for a 1% probability of the null hypothesis that the double-exponential fit is no better than the
single-exponential fit for these data. F tests were also carried
out on all of the other averaged shark enzyme stopped-flow
transients measured over the K+ concentration 0.2-20 mM
after mixing. Representative transients are shown in Fig. 3.
For each K+ concentration in this range, the F value was in
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FIGURE I Sequential mixing stopped-flow fluorescence transients of
Na+,K+-ATPase from pig kidney and shark rectal gland noncovalently
labeled with RH421. Na+,K+-ATPase (60 jig/mL) was premixed with
a small volume of 0.5 M Na2ATP to a final concentration of 4 mM ATP.
A few seconds later, the enzyme was mixed with an equal volume of a
KCI solution (0.6 mM after mixing). The final Na+,K+-ATPase concentration was 30 ,ug/mL, and the RH421 concentration was 400 nM. Both
the enzyme suspensions and the KCI solutions were in a buffer containing
30 mM imidazole, 40 mM NaCI, 5 mM MgCI 2 , and I mM EDTA (pH 7.4,
24"C). The total ionic strength was maintained at a constant value by the
addition of choline chloride to the enzyme suspension and the KCI solutions
([choline chloride] + [KCI]
90 mM). The fluorescence of membranebound RH421 was measured at an excitation wavelength of 577 nm at
emission wavelengths of :?: 665 nm (RG665 glass cutoff filter). The calculated observed mte constants were 67 (± 2) s- J for the pig enzyme and
120(±II)s J (82% of the total amplitude) and 16(±3)s I (I8%)for
the shark enzyme.

the range 148-5892, Le., all above the critical value of 18.
Based on this quantitative assessment, we conclude that the
biphasic behavior of the shark rectal gland enzyme is statistically significant for all K+ concentrations from 0.2 to
20mM.
It is generally agreed that the electric-field-sensitive
probe RH421 used in this study detects changes in electric
field strength within the membrane-spanning domain of
the protein (17-19). It seems unlikely that the probe
responds to changes in the phosphorylation state of the
enzyme, because experiments including K+ and phosphate
to allow the enzyme to operate in the K+,K+-exchange
mode (as indicated by radioactive K+ data), which is still
associated with enzyme phosphorylation and dephosphorylation but does not involve net charge transport, showed no
fluorescence changes after phosphate addition (H.-J. Apell,
unpublished results).
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FIGURE 2 Residual plots of the best (A) single- and (B) dOUble-exponential fits to the stopped-flow fluorescence transient (see Fig. I, lower panel)
obtained for shark rectal gland Na +,K+ -ATPase under the conditions
described in Fig. I. The x2 values were 1.52 for the single-exponential fit
and 0.939 for the double-exponential fit.

Electrophysiological studies (20-22) on the physiological
Na+,K+ -exchange mode of the enzyme, however, have
shown that in this mode of function, K+ binding from the
extracellular solution to sites within the protein, before
enzyme dephosphorylation, is electrogenic, Le., it causes
a change in electric field strength within the protein. Furthermore, it has been found (23) that the fluorescence change
of RH42 I is linearly correlated to the amount ofRb+ (a K+
congener) occluded by the enzyme. Therefore, K+ occlusion
within the protein is the most likely cause for the drop in
fluorescence of the probe. This does not necessarily mean,
however, that the protein conformational change responsible
for K+ occlusion itself directly causes the fluorescence
change. The conformational change could allow the K+
ions to penetrate further into the protein interior, and it may
be the electric field-strength change associated with this
increased K+ penetration that the dye is responding to. If
one accepts K+ -occlusion within the protein interior as the
cause of the RH421 fluorescence change, the question,
however, still remains as to why the drop in fluorescence
caused by K+ occlusion by the native enzyme should occur
in two steps for the shark enzyme, but only in a single step
for the pig enzyme.
In principle, there are two possible causes for a biphasic
fluorescence decrease: two consecutive reactions or two
independent parallel reactions. In both cases, the two
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To gain further insight into the origin of the biphasic
RH42 I fluorescence decay of the shark enzyme and to
determine K+ affinities of both enzymes, sequential and
simultaneous mixing experiments have been conducted
over a wide range of K+ concentrations .
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FIGURE 3 Sequential mixing stopped-flow fluorescence transients of
Na +,K+ -ATPase from shark rectal gland noncovalently labeled with
RH421. All experimental conditions were as described in Fig. I. The number
of averaged transients and the F values for double-exponential fits to the
data were: 0.2 mM K+ (17 transients, F = 148),2 mM K+ (19 transients,
F= 3167),5 mM K+ (14 transients, F= 1416), and 20mM K+ (15 transients,
F = 404). The K~ concentrations are all after mixing.

The K+ concentration dependences of the kinetics of the
observed rate constants, kOb" for the single phase drop in fluorescence observed for the pig kidney enzyme and for both
phases observed for the shark rectal gland enzyme are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. In all cases it was found that kobs increases
with increasing K+ concentration at low concentrations but
saturates at a constant value at high K+ concentrations.
This is in agreement with previous observations on the pig
enzyme (9). This indicates that none of the kinetic phases
being observed can be attributed alone to a second-order
binding of K+ to the protein surface, because such a process
would be expected to result in an indefinite linear increase in
kobs with increasing K+ concentration. Binding of K+ to the
protein surface would also not be expected by itself to induce
a fluorescence change of RH421, because, as described
above, to cause a change in electric field strength within
the protein the ions must reach their binding sites within
the protein matrix where they are occluded.
The saturation in kobs at high K+ concentrations implies
a first-order reaction, but the fact that kob, increases at low
K+ concentrations suggests that the first-order reaction is
undergoing rate-limitation by a preceding second-order
reaction at low K+ concentrations. Possible first-order reactions are:
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reactions must each cause a fluorescence decrease of the
probe. Multiphasic decays in the amount of phosphoenzyme on mixing with K+ have previously been observed
using enzyme isolated from electric eel and from shark
(24-27). Hobbs et al. (26) considered the possibility that
the two fastest phases were associated with dephosphorylation of enzyme distributed between the EIP and E2P
states. However, after finding that the proportions of these
phases were independent of the lag time between the initiation of phosphorylation and that of dephosphorylation,
they concluded that the EIP -4 E2P transition is very
rapid and that neither could be due to conversion of EIP
to E2P before dephosphorylation. Another relevant result
is that, although K+-stimulated dephosphorylation of the
eel enzyme is multiphasic, spontaneous dephosphorylation
of the enzyme in the absence of K+ is monophasic
(24,25). Therefore, multiphasicity in the phosphoenzyme
decay seems to be induced by K+ interaction with the
enzyme.
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FIGURE 4 Dependence of the observed rate constant, kobs ' of the RH421
fluorescence change on the concentration of K+ (after mixing) for sequential mixing stopped-flow experiments in which Na+,K+-ATPase from pig
kidney was premixed with Na2ATP to a concentration of 4 mM for a few
seconds to allow for phosphorylation and then subsequently mixed with
KCI. All experimental conditions were as described in the caption to
Fig. I. (Solid line) Nonlinear least-squares fit of Eq. 1 to the data. The fit
parameters were k = 342 (± 26) S-l and K" = 0.67 (± 0.14) mM.
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FIGURE 5 Dependence of the observed rate constant, k"b» of the fast
phase (A) and the slow phase (B) of the RH421 fluorescence change on
the concentration of K' (after mixing) for sequential mixing stoppedflow experiments in which Na+,K+-ATPase from shark kidney was premixed with Na2ATP to a concentration of 4 mM for a few seconds to allow
for phosphorylation and then subsequently mixed with KCl. All experimental conditions were as described in the caption to Fig. 1. (Solid lines)
Nonlinear least-squares fits of either Eq. 2 (fast phase, A) or Eq. I (slow
phase, B) to the data. The fit parameters derived for the fast phase (A)
were kr">1 = 392 (± 19) s _.J and K,ll
1.0 (± 0.2) mM. For the slow phase
(B), the fit parameters derived were k,Jow
48 (± 2) s-J and Kd
0.38
(±0.05) mM.

I. The restricted diffusion of K+ from the protein surface to
the ion binding sites within the protein,
2. Dephosphorylation of the protein stimulated by K+
occlusion, and
3. A conformational change of the protein responsible for
K+ occlusion.
Restricted diffusion of K+ to its binding sites is unlikely
to be responsible for the observed kinetics, because one
would expect this to occur on a much faster timescale. For
example, diffusion of ions through channels occurs with
rate constants of up to _10 8 s -I (28), in comparison to the
maximum kobs values measured here of only -400 s -I.
If the fluorescence change of RH421 is due to K+ occlusion (23), K+ -stimulated dephosphorylation cannot be
responsible for the kinetics of the fluorescence change

observed for the pig enzyme or for the rapid phase of the
shark enzyme because this would only occur after occlusion. Dephosphorylation could be a possible origin of
the slow phase of the fluorescence change observed with
the shark enzyme, but only if the fluorescence level of the
dephosphorylated state, E2[K2 ], were lower than that of
the E2P[K2 ] state. However, as discussed earlier, this is
unlikely to be the case because of the absence of any
observed RH421 response to the phosphorylation or dephosphorylation reactions in other experiments.
The most likely explanation for the first-order reaction
responsible for the kob.,. values of 300-400 S-I observed
for both enzymes is that it is due to a protein conformational
change which occludes K+ within the protein. Such a rate
constant would be consistent with the values of rate
constants observed for protein conformational changes
responsible for the opening and closing of ion channels,
which are in the range 100-1000 S·-I (28).
If the first-order process causing the saturation in kobs
arises from K+ -occlusion, the preceding second-order
reaction must be due to the binding of K+ to its binding
sites within the protein (still open to the extracellular
medium). Hence, an estimate of the binding affinity of K'"
can be determined from the K+ concentration dependence
of kobs .
Considering first the monophasic pig kidney enzyme
results, the following reaction scheme is sufficient to explain
the observed kinetic behavior,

where Kd represents the microscopic dissociation constant
for binding of K'~ to the sites within the protein but still
open to the extracellular medium, and k represents the
apparent rate constant for an enzyme conformational change
leading to the occlusion of the K+ ions within the phosphoenzyme. If the first step is in a rapid equilibrium on
the timescale of the second reaction, the dependence of
kobs on the concentration of K+ is given by (10)

Fitting Eq. 1 to the values of kobs experimentally determined
for the pig enzyme (see Fig. 4) yields the values: k = 342
(±26) s-J and Kd = 0.67 (±0.14) mM. The value of k is
in quite good agreement with previous measurements on
pig enzyme (9), which yielded saturating values of kobs in
the range 366-420 s -I. The value of K" is somewhat lower
than the value previously reported of 1.33 (± 0.22) mM for
pig enzyme (9). A possible reason for this is that in this
study a lower NaCI concentration of 40 mM was used in
comparison to 130 mM previously (9) in an attempt to
reduce competition between K+ and Na+ for the same
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binding sites on E2P. However, some variation in Kd
between different preparations of the same enzyme could
also be possible, particularly if the value of Kd depends on
the surface charge density of the membrane fragments,
which would be affected by the lipid composition.
The simple model described above for the pig enzyme is
insufficient to explain the experimental behavior observed
for the shark enzyme. Because of its biphasic fluorescence
decay, an expanded kinetic model is required. We propose
a two-step K+ occlusion mechanism:
E2P

+

K

h

K+ 4 E2PK ::::; E2P[K]

Because in this model the first step involves the binding and
occlusion of a single K+ ion, the relevant equation is
(2)

Fitting Eq. 2 to the data obtained for the fast phase of the
shark enzyme yields the values kfaS[ = 392 (± 19) s-I and
Kil = 1.0 (± 0.2) mM (see Fig. 5 A). Because the second
step of the above mechanism requires the binding of two
K+ ions, Eq. 1 was fitted to the slow phase data. This yields
the values k,low = 48 (± 2) s- 1 and Kd = 0.38 (± 0.05) mM
(see Fig. 5 B). Kd in this case is an apparent value because it
would incorporate Kdlo Kd2 , and kfast of the above two-step
mechanism. The value of kfast obtained for the shark is very
similar to the value of k determined for the pig enzyme. This
could indicate that the same reaction (probably K+ occlusion) is responsible for the observed kinetics in both
enzymes.
The value of Kd is significantly lower than the value of
1.9 mM previously determined by Gropp et al. (10) from
kinetic measurements on enzyme from the same source.
However, the measurements of Gropp et al. (10) were
performed at pH 6.2, whereas those reported here were
at pH 7.4, i.e., at a > 10-fold lower H t- concentration.
There are indications from previous work (18,29) that
H+ can compete with K+ for binding to the transport
sites. This could possibly explain the differences in the
Kd values.
The values of k and krasl for the pig and shark enzymes
of 342 (± 26) s -I and 392 (± 19) s - I, respectively, are
consistent with the observed rate constant for the rapid
phase of K+ -stimulated dephosphorylation measured via
quenched-flow for eel enzyme at 21°C, which was found
(24) to be in the range of several hundred to > 1000 S-I.
The value of ks10w determined here of 48 (± 2) s - 1 is
similar to the observed rate constant of the slower phase
of K+ -stimulated phosphoenzyme decay of eel enzyme
of ::;;60 s-J (25).

K+ concentration dependence of the fluorescence
amplitudes of the sequential K+ -mixing kinetic
experiments
In the case of the pig enzyme and the fast phase of the shark
enzyme, a significant proportion of the fluorescence change
is lost in the dead-time of the stopped-flow instrument,
particularly at high K+ concentrations. This precludes accurate measurement of relative fluorescence changes, D.FIFo,
for these phases. However, this is not the case for the slow
phase observed for the shark enzyme. The K+ -concentration
dependence for this phase is shown in Fig. 6. There it can
be seen that D.F1Fo increases to a saturating level as the
K+ concentration increases. This behavior indicates an
increasing accumulation of enzyme in K+-occluded states
as the K+ concentration increases, i.e., an increase in the
rate constants for the formation of K+ -occluded states relative to their breakdown.
Fitting of Eq. 1 to the fluorescence amplitude data (see
Fig. 6) yields an apparent K" value for K+ binding to the
E2P state of 0.22 (± 0.03) mM. This is almost half that
found from the analysis of the K+ concentration dependence
of kobs for the same kinetic phase. However, the comparison
is not valid. In the case of the kinetic data, the value of Kd
determined depends only on the binding of K+ to the E2P
state and the occlusion of the first K+ ion, whereas, in the
case of the amplitudes, it depends also on the occlusion of
the second K+ ion (assuming this is the reaction responsible
for the fluorescence change of the slow phase). Furthermore,
because the fluorescence amplitudes reflect the relative rates
of formation and disappearance of K+ -occluded enzyme
states as a function of K+, they could depend on several
reaction steps of the enzymatic cycle. Saturation of the
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FIGURE 6 Amplitudes (AF1Fo) of the fluorescence change associated
with the slow phase of sequential mixing stopped-flow measurements on
shark rectal gland Na + ,K" -ATPase under the conditions described in the
caption of Fig. I as a function of the K+ concentration (after mixing).
AF is the fluorescence change associated with the slow phase, and Fo is
the initial fluorescence level before mixing with KCI. The values of
AFIFo were determined from extrapolations to infinite time of double-exponential fits to the kinetic data. (Solid line) Nonlinear least-squares fit of
Eq. 2 to the data. The fit parameters derived were (AFlFo)max = 0.065
(± 0.002) and K" = 0.22 (± 0.03) mM.
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fluorescence amplitudes at a much lower K+ concentration
than in the case of the kobs values has previously been found
from fluorescence titrations using the pig enzyme (9).
For the reasons just described, the values of Kd determined here from the Kr -concentration dependence of koiJs
also cannot be compared with the half-saturating K+
concentration of 0.192 mM determined by Buhler and Apell
(11), which was determined from the amplitudes of fluorescence titrations. The value of Buhler and Apell (11) is,
however, in relatively good agreement with the apparent
Kd of 0.22 (± 0.03) mM derived here from amplitude data.
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Kinetics of simultaneous K+ -mixing experiments

Experiments performed by the simultaneous mixing of the
enzyme with both ATP and KCl would be expected to
produce the same final steady state as in the case of sequential mixing experiments. The difference is that, in the case of
simultaneous mixing, the fluorescence changes observed
arise from the phosphorylation and deocclusion (and fast
release) of Na + from the E2P state as well as the subsequent
occlusion of K+ and dephosphorylation, and the observed
rate of the fluorescence changes depends on the rate
constants of all reactions in the reaction sequence:
E1Na3

->

EIP[Na3]

->

E2PK2 -> E2P[K2J

->

E2PNa3

->

E2P

-> E2[K2J.

The steps from E1Na3 to E2P are known from previous
measurements on both pig and shark enzymes to yield an
increase in fluorescence (6,7), due to the deocclusion of
Na+ from the enzyme. Here it has already been shown that
occlusion of K+ by E2P, and hence, the steps from E2P to
E2P[K 2J and E2[K2J, lead to a decrease in fluorescence.
Therefore, one would expect these opposing fluorescence
changes to partially cancel each other out. However, independent measurements using RH421 to follow the transition
E2[K21 -> E1Na3 have shown (5,6,30,31) that there is a
decrease in fluorescence associated with this reaction.
Because the sequence of reactions followed by the simultaneous mixing experiments described here results in a conversion of E1Na3 to E2[K 2], i.e., the reverse of the E2[K2 J ->
E1Na3 transition, one would expect that the fluorescence
change should also be the reverse, i.e., the fluorescence should
increase. That is, in fact, what is experimentally observed (see
Fig. 7). However, in the case of the shark enzyme it can clearly
be seen that there is not simply a gradual increase in fluorescence, but there is an overshoot before the fluorescence
decays back down to its final level. This indicates that one
of the reactions leading to the fluorescence decrease-i.e.,
occlusion of the first or second K+ ion by the phosphoenzyme,
E2PK -> E2P[K] or E2P[K]K -> E2P[K2]
-must be slower than those producing the fluorescence
increase, i.e., E1Na3 -> E2P.

FIGURE 7 Simultaneous mixing stopped-flow fluorescence transient of
Na! ,K '-ATPase membrane fragments from shark rectal gland, none ovalently labeled with RH42 I. Na+,K+-ATPase (60 I'g/mL) was rapidly mixed
with an equal volume of a solution containing 4.0 mM Na2ATP and 20 mM
KC! (i.e., 10 mM after mixing). Each solution was in a buffer containing
30 mM imidazole, 40 mM NaC!, 5 mM MgCI2 and I mM EDTA;
pH 7.4, 24 C. The total ionic strength was maintained at a constant value
by the addition of 90 mM choline chloride to the enzyme suspension and
70 mM choline chloride to the ATP/KCI solution. The wavelengths used
were as described in the caption to Fig. I. The calculated observed rate
constants were 391 (± 100) S-I for the rapid phase, associated with an
18% increase in fluorescence, and 42 (± 11) S-I for the slower phase, associated with a 3% decrease in fluorescence.
D

Similar overshoots have been observed with the pig
kidney enzyme (9), but only at nonsaturating K+ concentrations. At saturating K+ concentrations of 5 mM (after mixing) or above, the overshoot disappeared (see Fig. 5 of (9)),
indicating that under those conditions K+ occlusion is faster
than enzyme phosphorylation by ATP, the rate-determining
step leading from El(Na+h to E2P, which has a rate
constant of -200 S-I (6) under the conditions used here.
However, the situation is very different for the shark
enzyme. Here the overshoot is still present at the higher
K+ concentration of 10 mM after mixing, which, as one
can see from Fig. 5, is close to 100% saturating. Therefore,
the observation of the overshoot for the shark enzyme indicates that one of the K+ occlusion steps,
E2PK -> E2P[Kz] or E2P[K] K -> E2P[Kz],
must be slow, i.e., k significantly <200 s -I.
From the sequential mixing experiments on the shark
enzyme, it has already been shown that, at saturating K+
concentrations, the enzyme undergoes two first-order
reactions after K+ binding to E2P with rate constants of
391 (± 19) S-I and 48 (±2) S-I. Only the second of these
is slower than enzyme phosphorylation and, therefore, could
be considered as a cause for the overshoot. Nonlinear leastsquares fitting of the simultaneous-mixing stopped-flow
curve shown in Fig. 7 yields an observed rate constant of
42 (± 11) s -I for the fluorescence decay into a steady state
after the overshoot. This agrees very well with the slow
phase of the sequential mixing experiments, strongly suggesting that we are observing the same process in both
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cases, and that the slow phase of the sequential mlxmg
experiments is truly due to a reaction on the pathway
leading to E2[Kz].
Based on the facts that occlusion of K+ within the phosphorylated enzyme must precede dephosphorylation, that
the saturating value of kobs for the fast phase of the shark
enzyme (391 s -I) agrees with that observed in sequential
mixing on the pig enzyme (342 S-I), and that the fluorescence drop on mixing with K+ has been attributed to K+occlusion (24), it would seem logical to conclude that, for
the shark enzyme, the rate constants of 39 I (± 19) s - 1
and 48 (± 2) s -I refer to consecutive Kt- occlusion steps
by E2P, i.e.,
E2PK -> E2P[K] and E2P[K]K -> E2P[Kz].

DISCUSSION

The stopped-flow experiments described here, together with
those which we recently published on the kinetics of the
E2 -> El transition (5), have revealed major differences
in the kinetics of the K+ -branch of the enzymatic cycle of
Na+,K+-ATPase derived from pig kidney and shark rectal
gland. In our previous publication (5) we showed that,
whereas the E2 -> El transition and its associated K+
deocclusion and release to the cytoplasmic medium is the
rate-determining step at saturating substrate concentrations
with a rate constant of -40 s -I for the pig enzyme at
24°C, this is not the case for the shark enzyme, where the
rate constant for this step is -180 s -I under the same conditions. In contrast, it has been found here that one of the rate
constants for K+ occlusion by the phosphorylated shark
enzyme is much lower than that of the pig. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to determine actual values of the rate
constant for the two separate K+ occlusion steps by phosphorylated pig enzyme.
However, the fact that only a monophasic fluorescence
decay is observed in sequential K+ -mixing experiments
(see Fig. 1, upper panel) implies that the second K+ occlusion step by E2P must be faster than the first, so that it
follows virtually instantaneously on the timescale of the first
occlusion step. The overall process of K+-occlusion was
found here to occur with a rate constant of 365 s- I for the
pig kidney enzyme. Therefore, we conclude that the rate
constant for occlusion of the second K-t- ion by phosphorylated pig enzyme should be >365 S-I. The phosphorylated
shark enzyme, on the other hand, displays a much lower rate
constant for occlusion of the second K+ ion, with a value of
48 S-I. This makes K+ occlusion by the phosphoenzyme the
rate-determining step of the shark enzyme in the presence of
saturating K+ concentrations. For the pig enzyme, K+
occlusion by the phosphoenzyme and dephosphorylation
are only rate-determining at low or zero Kt- concentrations.
The lower rate constant of the E2 -> El transition for the
pig relative to the shark enzyme and the higher rate constant

of K+ occlusion for the pig phosphoenzyme relative to that
of the shark means that, in steady-state kinetic measurements under saturating conditions, these two effects cancel
each other out to a large extent. This explains why the differences between the two enzymes have not previously been
reported. The differences only become obvious when one
carries out measurements on the isolated partial reactions,
as has been done here.
As mentioned earlier, the kinetics of E2P decay of the
shark enzyme has also been observed to be biphasic in
quenched-flow measurements (27). To explain both biphasic
RH421 fluorescence transients and biphasic dephosphorylation, we suggest the mechanism shown in Fig. 8. This
mechanism is consistent with the experimental observation
of biphasic behavior in the sequential mixing stoppedflow experiments all the way up to a K+ concentration of
20 mM (see Fig. 3), because at saturating K+ concentrations
the enzyme would pass through both rate-limiting K+ occlusion steps.
Therefore, the observed experimental results imply that
the dephosphorylation reactions themselves are very fast
and are rate-limited by K+ occlusion. The mechanism
shown in Fig. 8 is also consistent with biphasic quenchedflow data, because the species E2P[K] and E2P[K 2 ] could
undergo separate dephosphorylation reactions in parallel
pathways, as has been suggested for eel enzyme (25). The
return of the species E2[K] and E2[Kz] to the E2P state in
the mechanism is assumed to occur via the normal physiological route, i.e., conversion back to El and rephosphorylation by ATP (E2 -> El[Na3] -> EIP[Na3] -> E2P). Such
a return pathway is required to prevent total accumulation
of enzyme in K+-occluded states at all K+ concentrations,
which would contradict the experimental amplitude results
(see Fig. 6), indicating that the proportion of enzyme with
occluded K+ increases with the K+ concentration. Although
the mechanism shown in Fig. 8 would seem to predict qualitatively all of the experimental observations on the shark
enzyme, a more detailed analysis is still required.
The differences in kinetic behavior of the shark and pig
enzymes must relate to some structural differences, either
in the protein itself or in its lipid environment. Both the
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E2P
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I

K+
E2PK -

E2P[K]

k::~

'---_ _ _ _ _ _ E2[K]

~

E2P[K]K _

E2P[K2]

k'~-1

E2[K21

FIGURE 8 Reaction cycle of shark Na+,K+-ATPase incorporating ratelimiting consecutive K" occlusions by the phosphoenzyme and parallel
pathways of dephosphorylation with either one or two occluded K+ ions
(occlusion indicated by square brackets).
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shark and pig Na+,K+-ATPases are composed of aI and {3I
isoforms of the enzyme's major catalytic a-subunit and the
smaller {3-subunit, but they are associated with different
regulatory FXYD proteins. The shark enzyme associates
with a phospholemman-like FXYDIO (32), which contains
a C-terminal multisite phosphorylation domain for protein
kinases, whereas the pig kidney enzyme contains the shorter
FXYD2, which lacks a regulatory phosphorylation domain
(33,34). Therefore, the different FXYD proteins of the two
enzymes is a possible origin for the kinetic differences in
their partial reactions.
Comparing the recently published structure of the
Na+,K+-ATPase of enzyme derived from shark rectal gland
at 2.4 A (2) with the previously published one from pig
kidney that was resolved to 3.5 A (I) does not reveal any
obvious differences in the K+ -binding sites. However, the
{3-subunit has also been implicated in modulation of K+
binding (35). Unfortunately the extracellular domain of
the {3-subunit was not resolved in the pig Na+,K+-ATPase
crystals (I), thus precluding structural comparisons.
Whether or how protein and membrane structural differences can explain the kinetic differences in the reactions
of the K+-branch of the enzymatic cycle observed here is
still unclear. Molecular dynamics simulations or reconstitution into liposomes of defined lipid composition may be able
to shed some light on this question. Detailed comparisons of
these two enzymes' structures and kinetics could, thus, yield
valuable information on the molecular detail of the mechanisms of K+-stimulated dephosphorylation, the E2 -> El
transition, and cytoplasmic K+ release by the Na+,K+ATPase.
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